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Integrated Life Cycle Design of StructuresTaylor & Francis, 2001
Traditionally the process of design has concentrated on the construction phase itself, with the primary objective being to optimize efficiency and minimize costs during development and construction. With the move towards more sustainable development comes the need for this short-term approach to be expanded to encompass the entire service life of...
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Intermodulation Distortion in Microwave and Wireless Circuits (Artech House Microwave Library)Artech House Publishers, 2003

	This unique new book is your single resource for all issues related to intermodulation and multi-tone distortion in microwave and wireless circuits. Beginning with an overview of the general concepts of distortion in microwave and wireless devices, it delves into the theory and practical aspects of nonlinear distortion, tools for nonlinear...
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Photo Finish: The Digital Photographer's Guide to Printing, Showing, and Selling ImagesSybex, 2004

	"A must-have book for all photographers."

	--John Shaw, johnshawphoto.com


	If you're serious about digital photography, you know that taking a great photo is only the beginning. You want to share your polished images with the widest possible audience. This means you need to optimize images for different...
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High Performance Drupal: Fast and Scalable DesignsO'Reilly, 2013

	
		How can you help your Drupal website continue to perform at the highest level as it grows to meet demand? This comprehensive guide provides best practices, examples, and in-depth explanations for solving several performance and scalability issues. You’ll learn how to apply coding and infrastructure techniques to Drupal...
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Angular Test-Driven Development - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2017

	Enhance your testing skills to build powerful and fault-free applications in Angular v4


	About This Book

	
		Learn test-driven development (TDD) for JavaScript
	
		Improve your Karma and Protractor expertise by setting up an Angular test suite
	
		A wide range of testing techniques for...
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Network Service Investment Guide: Maximizing ROI in Uncertain Times (Networking Council)John Wiley & Sons, 2003
This book analyzes network-based services using a new framework that links market uncertainty to the choice between distributed management
structure and centralized management structure. It explores communications technology and suggests how investors, managers, service providers,
and consultants can make better decisions about...
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Learn Unity for 2D Game Development (Technology in Action)Apress, 2013

	2D games are everywhere, from mobile devices and websites to game consoles and PCs. Timeless and popular, 2D games represent a substantial segment of the games market.


	In Learn Unity for 2D Game Development, targeted at both game development newcomers and established developers, experienced game developer Alan Thorn...
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Modelling Distributed Energy Resources in Energy Service Networks (Iet Renewable Energy)Institution of Engineering and Technology, 2013

	Modelling Distributed Energy Resources in Energy Service Networks focuses on modelling two key infrastructures in urban energy systems with embedded technologies. These infrastructures are natural gas and electricity networks and the embedded technologies include cogeneration and electric vehicle devices. The subject is addressed using...
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GenXpat: The Young Professional's Guide To Making A Successful Life AbroadIntercultural Press, 2005
"The first book to deal specifically with the 'GenXpat' generation - the 25-39 age group that typically sets off for the expatriate life when career is their primary consideration. This is my kind of book - it's informative, practical, and you get a real sense that the author knows what she is talking about." Ian Burns of Blackwell's...
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HTML5 for Flash DevelopersPackt Publishing, 2013

	As the support for HTML5 within modern web browsers grows, the appeal of HTML5 development, especially for Flash developers, is at an all-time high. From 3D interactive multi-user content to high definition video streaming, HTML5 can deliver it all, to almost all modern web browsers, desktops, and mobile platforms.


	HTML5 for Flash...
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Beginning iOS Application Development with HTML and JavaScript (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2012


	THE AMAZING SUCCESS OF THE IPHONE and iPad over the past four years has proven that

	application developers are now smack deep in a brave new world of sophisticated, multifunctional

	mobile applications. No longer do applications and various media need to live in separate silos.

	Instead, mobile web-based applications can bring...
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Designing Forms for Microsoft Office InfoPath and Forms Services 2007 (Microsoft .NET Development Series)Addison Wesley, 2007
"Microsoft Office InfoPath represents a revolutionary leap in XML technologies and a new paradigm for gathering business-critical information. I am delighted that Scott Roberts and Hagen Green, two distinguished members of the InfoPath product team, decided to share their experience in this book."
--From the Foreword by Jean...
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